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thanks in all circumstance, for this is God’s 

will for you in Christ Jesus.  

1 Thessalonians  5:16-18 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“The greatest good you can do for another 

is not just share your riches but reveal to 

them their own.” 

Benjamin Disraeli 
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First of all, I want to thank you for the 
tremendous job you’re doing during 

these trying times. The issues you’re having to deal 
with on a daily basis are unbelievable. We learned 
at the National Convention that the staffing     
shortages are nationwide and not just in Georgia.   
I thought the recent MOU allowing regular rural    
carriers to volunteer to assist on other routes or 
work on Sunday would’ve been a tremendous help. 
Sadly, that hasn’t been the case in the Atlanta   
District. Yesterday, I sent this issue to President 
Edmund to address with Postal Headquarters. Do 
the best you can every day with the tools you have 

available and if all the mail doesn’t get delivered, 
be sure to notify your boss and report the mail and 
packages as delayed in DCV. If you’re entitled to 
additional compensation, be sure you receive it. 
Whether it’s additional pay or other leave, you’ve 
earned and are entitled to that compensation. Due 
to the above issues and continuing Covid concerns 
your Executive Board voted to cancel this year’s 
fall conference. Take care of you physically and 
mentally.  

As your President, I’m here to assist you in any 
way! 

 President—Becky Manley 

  ~Thank You~ 

Where is the “happy place” you go to after a 

stressful day/week to unwind? I go to the kitchen. By the 

time you receive the publication it will almost be time for 

Thanksgiving, and I would like to share a southern recipe 

with you —my “UPMA Family.” 

 

Chicken Dressing with Gravy 

1 3-4 lb fryer cut up in a large pot. Cover the chicken with 

water and add salt & pepper. Bring to a boil and reduce 

the heat. Cook chicken until tender and falling off the 

bones. Cool – debone the chicken and save the broth. 

Cornbread  

1 ½ c cornbread mix (White Lilly if you can find it)                                                                                       

1 egg                                                                                                                                                                           

1 T vegetable oil                                                                                                                                             

2/3 c milk                                                                                                                                                          

drop of yellow food coloring       

Heat oven to 400*. Thoroughly mix the ingredients and 

pour into a hot greased cast iron skillet or baking dish. 

Bake for approximately 20 minutes or until lightly 

browned. Place in a large mixing bowl and crumble. 

Dressing 

3 eggs boiled, peeled and chopped                                                                                                                 

1 medium onion, finely chopped                                                                                                                     

1 stalk of celery, finely chopped                                                                                                                         

3 T butter                                                                                                                                                                                 

1 ½ sleeves of saltines, crushed (I prefer Nabisco)                                                                                             

½ t black pepper                                                                                                                                                           

4 c reserved warm chicken broth                                                                                              

½ boiled chicken, deboned and chopped                                                     

crumbled cornbread  

Melt butter in a skilled and add chopped onions and          

celery. Cook on medium heat until slightly softened/

tender. Taste chicken broth for saltiness and add water if 

needed. You can also use or chicken base. I use “Better 

Than Bouillon” to make the broth have a richer taste. Be 

sure to test again for saltiness. Pour the cooked             

vegetables into the bowl and add the remaining             

ingredients. Stir thoroughly to insure all the cornbread 

and saltines are moist. Allow to rest for about 20 minutes 

to absorb the broth. Stir again and add more broth if it 

looks dry.  

Pour into a baking dish. Heat oven to 400* and bake for 

approximately 30-40 minutes until thoroughly heated 

and to the desired firmness.  

Gravy 

3 c chicken broth                                                                       

(from stock reserved or make more with chicken base)                                                                         

1 boiled egg, chopped                                                                                                        

½ c chopped chicken (more if desired)                                                                                        

4 T cornstarch dissolved in 1/3 c cold water 

In medium saucepan add broth, egg, & chicken and bring 

to a simmer.  Wisk in the mixed water/cornstarch and 

stir until it begins to thicken. If it is not thick enough, you 

can add additional water/cornstarch. Taste for saltiness 

and add as needed. Serve over the chicken dressing.  

 

Editor—Scarlet Middleton  

~Where Is Your Happy Place?~ 
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As we return from a very successful   
National Convention in St. Louis, I 

would just like to congratulate Louise Nix on her 
victory in her run for Treasurer of the National    
UPMA Retirees 2023-2024.  As everyone know, 
Louise loves this great organization and I know she 
will represent us well at the National level!  The 
Georgia Chapter was once again a finalist in the Star 
Chapter award for the 6th straight year (winning the 
Star Chapter award last year). We also won our    
category in the membership contest again this year 
and Roy Shaffer was recognized for signing more 
new members than anyone else in the nation with 
99 new active members signed up during the contest 
period.  He actually signed close to 125 new       
members with the new retirees and associates 
signed. Roy encourages membership for the Legal 
Defense Fund and doesn’t focus on the financial 
benefits for the Chapter.  As your Secretary/
Treasurer, I’m always looking after the finances of 
our Chapter. Roy’s efforts in the past two years have 

played a big part in the 94 new active members in 
2021 and 149 new active members through August 
in 2022, providing the Chapter $17,550 and 
$29,055 in additional dues respectively in these two 
years. Thank you Roy and everyone that signed new 
members for all the hard work on                          
membership!  These efforts keep our Chapter       
financially  viable and help us give back to the  
membership through financial assistance when    
attending the Legislative Summit, State Convention 
(keeping registration fees low) and National                         
Convention. Last but not least, a big congratulations 
to our Editor, Scarlet Middleton for being named 
“Rookie of the Year!” An honor well deserved. If you 
were not there you missed a great time, just ask all 
the first timers that were in attendance. Start     
making plans now to attend the 7th UPMA National 
Convention in Denver CO in 2023! 
 

 Chapter Secretary/Treasurer  - Tammy Cantrell 

~ Congratulations ~ 
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We have all heard the old saying, ‘a 

watched pot never boils.’ Did you know that an     

unwatched clock never moves? I found that out the 

hard way recently when I noticed my desk clock was 

reading 6:45 and I knew it was around midday. In 

case you’re wondering why I have a desk clock, with 

all the technology available, it is because I treasure 

this clock and my work team who gave it to me.  

 Anyway, I took the clock down from the shelf to 

change the   battery and re-read the engraved words 

that are uncredited. “Leaders instill a drive for     

success and a belief it can be achieved” and “The        

influence of a great leader endures through time.” 

These words got me thinking about the                   

unprecedented times postal leadership (especially in        

customer service and delivery) is facing. The hiring 

process is broken and EAS employees in many areas 

are glorified craft employees. Do we still have a need 

for leaders when we don’t have the resources to even 

do the job? I believe the answer is yes- even now 

more than ever. John Maxwell said "The pessimist      

complains about the wind. The  optimist expects it 

to change. The leader adjusts the sails.” We, as   

leaders, must continuously chart the course for our 

team and lead by example especially through the 

storms. 

We can spend our time frustrated with the things we 

cannot change or focusing on the things we can. I 

fully admit there where days during my postal career 

when I had to close the door to my office and work 

through a mini panic attack because I   didn’t see 

how we were going to get it done. But I always went 

back out there and gave it my best effort and     

hopefully none of my team ever saw me sweating 

bullets as I cheered them along. I know I made    

mistakes and you will too, but I hope you always  

remember your title is EAS, but your job is          

leadership. The very group you are pushing to help 

you succeed today will be part of the next group of 

leaders. They will get some or all their ideas on what 

makes a good leader from you. Are you setting a 

good    example? 

I am proud to say UPMA has a wonderful group of 

leaders (active and retired) who genuinely care 

about their membership. From chapter member  

representatives to legislative summit work to        

national conventions where the PMG participates in 

a tough  Q & A session, 

they are working for us 

all. Please don’t forget 

they are in your corner 

and just a phone call 

away. 

 

 

 

 Executive VP/Membership — Angela Collier        

                             ~Be A Good Leader ~                    

This year, I was a first time attendee at the National 
UPMA Convention in St. Louis, Missouri. I couldn't 
contain my excitement as I boarded my plane. To 
my surprise, that excitement intensified throughout 
the week. Once registration was complete, I was off 
to the races. From visiting various exhibits, to       
listening to our top executives from HQ, to sitting in 
on Q&A sessions, I was truly overwhelmed at how 
amazing the experience was. I gained so much 
knowledge from top executives and trained with  
fantastic experts during our jam-packed itinerary. 
Networking with people from the Northeast and 

South, including some colleagues from right here in      
Georgia, was the best part. Our lovely Georgia           
President, Becky Manley, even  introduced me to 
UPMA's National President, Edmund Carley, and 
his executive committee! There were so many     
business cards flying my way that I could barely 
keep up! If you have a FitBit, you'll surely get your 
steps in from all of the walking all day and dancing 
the night away at the conclusion of each day. Thanks 
UPMA for an amazing experience! I look forward to 
being a second-timer during 2023's convention in 
Denver, Colorado! 

Felicia Davis, Postmaster Porterdale, GA 30070 

~UPMA National Convention First Timer~ 
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I hope this finds you all well and happy. 

Summer once again is our rear view mirror and be-

fore we can blink here comes Peak.  With the chal-

lenges that have faced our company for the past cou-

ple of years it is easy to say Peak has not ended since 

our Covid issues      began. How does it go so very 

fast? Once I had an  explanation of the passing of 

time from a very wise lady.  She explained to me that 

as child you have  only a few memories in your 

mind. The space in your mind does not grow but 

with time your memories do grow. She so clearly ex-

plained that the space for each memory must be-

come  smaller to make room for all the memories 

you are creating.  Time is     constant and doesn't 

change – the memories we make accelerate our per-

ception of that time.  

Well, I am not sure about all of you, but my           

accelerator seems to be in overdrive. My, oh my 

what memories do we have that feature our           

acquaintances and friends we have gained in our 

UPMA and USPS family. I hope before my time up 

on this side of Heaven that we all can make many 

more memorable events to make us smile, laugh, 

and even cry for the ages. We are family, we have the 

crazy Uncle Bob, the sweet Aunt Sarah, the lazy 

cousin Larry and the despicable in-law Rosey, but 

we are family and it takes us all to make us whole!   

In all families the dynamic changes with time. We 

have additions, we have losses, we have members we 

lose track of their whereabouts but remember, we 

are still family. One thing that is different in our  

UPMA family from the core family structure is that 

we can gain members by pulling them into our     

circle.  

The workforce in our company has struggled for 

some time with the current policy of hiring. It is not 

a secret; all levels of our company have been well 

informed of the concerns. What if we make some 

changes on who is applying?  That is right I said 

what if WE make some changes. Everyday in our 

lives we meet people who are not USPS employees 

and may not even know what all we have to offer. 

That person could be your valet at a hotel, your  

waiter at a restaurant, or a random person on the        

elevator with you. I recently suggested that we begin 

the process to recruit that great little league player 

who exhibited such sportsmanship when struck by a 

wild pitch! Folks we must take charge and find our 

new workers. They are out there! Someone is      

looking for a place to work, who want to work, and 

who will appreciate what we have to offer.   

Yes, we are challenged with all the uncertainty, the 

pending changes however we still work for one of 

the most trusted organizations in the United States.  

We are part of an organization that offers some of 

the most desirable benefits available in the        

workplace. Think about this. Do you sell USPS to the 

youth you see?  Don’t complain about the result if 

you do not try to help with the issue. Together, we 

can turn our workforce issues around.   

Think for a moment just how rewarding would it be 

for you to be able to say that is my recruit! To be 

able to have a success story of someone you brought 

on board. To be that person in the congregation at a 

national convention and see your recruit even on 

stage as an officer! Wow, now that would be a great 

feeling right!   

You know what comes with that type of recruitment?  

More membership for our UPMA. Strength in num-

bers right! Those same people you help direct to   

apply can become new members of our UPMA. We 

have the ball in our court, we can make the changes, 

we can build the membership with quality, desirable 

employees.   

Our recent National convention was attended by 

near 100 new UPMA members. Our current          

SCS staff in the USPS have only worked for an      

average of three years. We must capture the youth 

and continue to grow our organization. Too many 

times we want as a public to discuss the difficulties 

or the bad items that we are facing. I challenge each 

of you to be a part of the solution. It is on us – No 

one else can sell what we have - We are USPS       

employees and retirees – we are Family! 

Now go and bring them into both the USPS and       

UPMA. We can do this - Because we are Family!     

  Recruit – Mentor – Engage – Develop 

2nd VP/Convention Chair – Gina Talley 

                             ~ Hello UPMA Family ~ 
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Legislative/PAC Chair—Robin Bugg 

~POW/MIA Empty Table ~ 

I know everyone is going to talk and write about the awesome convention….and boy was it 
great! Well  usually I write about something that was meaningful to me on our adventures to 

UPMA conventions, so here I go. 
 
If you have never been to a National Convention…, what are you waiting on?  The speakers are always 
great, and I learn so much from just being present. This year Keith Miner, New York retired Executive VP 
and National Veterans representative UPMAR, gave a presentation on the POW/MIA empty table. I have 
seen this table many times in places put never really knew all the symbolic explanation behind it. As I 
came into the banquet hall there was a single table that was set in front of the stage. The table honored 
those who cannot join us at our gathering - prisoners of war or those missing in action. Keith asks us to 
pause for a moment of respect and remembrance as the symbolism was explained: 
 
The small table is set for one - to symbolize the frailty and loneliness of one prisoner. 
 
The table is round - to represent our everlasting concern for our POW/MIA’s. 
 
The cloth is white - to reflect the purity of our men and women’s motives when answering the call to  
duty. 
 
The single red rose - reminds us of the lives of these men and women - and their loved ones and friends 
who keep the faith, while seeking answers. 
 
The yellow ribbon - symbolizes our continued determination to account for them, and whenever        
possible, to bring them home. 
 
A slice of lemon - reminds us of the bitter fate of those missing, captured and held as prisoners in       
foreign lands. 
 
A pinch of salt - represents the tears of our missing and of their families who long for answers after    
decades of uncertainty. 
 
The Holy Bible - represents the strength gained through faith in our country, founded as one nation   
under God, to sustain those lost from our midst. 
 
The candle - signifies the light of hope which lives in our hearts to illuminate their way home. 
 
The glass is inverted - to show their inability to share this evening’s toast. 
 
The chair is empty - for they are missing - (silent moment) 
 
I sure hope this touches you the way it touched me. Please take a moment and think about what you just 
read, or possibly re-read. WE ARE SO BLESSED. Life is beautiful…. if you enjoy your moments. At the end 
of our days here…what is really going to matter?  Don’t waste your days on things that don’t make you 
smile. Pick your battles. Lower your stress level. You are the ONLY ONE that can make YOUR life better. 
 
Thank you, veterans, for ALL you do and have done for each of us.  
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Congratulations Louise Nix        

 UPMA Retiree Treasurer 2023-2024 
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Retiree President –Louise Nix 

~ ME You and Them ~ 

In October 2021, I announced my     

candidacy for Treasurer of UPMA       

Retired. I had prayed about running for this office, I 

had friends encouraging me to run, and the answer 

was clear……I should run.  At the time, no other  

candidates had announced for the position. In just a 

week, Bill Tierney announced he also would be   

seeking the position and the race was on. I spent the 

next 10 months, reaching out to individuals, and 

chapters via emails (oh the emails) and phone calls.  

Not everyone told me they would support me, and I 

appreciated their honesty, but this meant more work 

and not letting up. I mailed flyers to each state    

convention and had someone in those states speak 

for me.  I purchased water and had sticker printed 

for the water bottles along with pins. We gave out 

this election material and water at the Florida Steak 

Out, and the National Convention. It seem            

everywhere I went, Bill had already been there!!! 

Talk about ups and downs, my life has been like a 

roller coaster.  Well the roller coaster finally stopped 

on August 22, 2022, when I was announced the    

Treasurer Elect for UPMA Retired. 

I cannot begin to tell you how humble and excited I 

am to represent the Georgia Chapter in the first 

elected national officer’s position in our history. In 

the beginning of this article, the use of “I” was very 

predominant, and that was for a point. I remember  

a story former National President Earl Ogle made 

when he was elected to the office. After a resounding 

bio was read he came to the podium, he said, “I used 

to tell my daddy how great I was at replied, “Son, 

that is mighty good, but it would have sounded a lot 

better coming from something else.” Well I certainly 

agree, Rodney and I raised our children with that 

concept in mind.  It is better to have other people 

say good things about you than yourself.  With that 

being said, everything I said in the beginning       

paragraph is not totally true.  Oh I did win, but not 

because of ME.  You see, no one gets anywhere 

without help, whether they want to admit it or not.  

The Georgia Chapter got behind me with great    

support with both physical work and financially.  

Thank you President Becky for making sure I had 

the funds needed to do all the things   necessary for 

the campaign. Thank you Executive Board with your 

vote of confidence, and working alongside of me. 

The Georgia Chapter Retirees in June voted for me 

to not have to spend any money of my own.  If I 

needed more money the Retirees were there to give. 

Thank you, Crawford and David for the move,      

second along with retirees vote. Roy Shaffer, you 

should be National President!!! This man worked 

hard for me, making phone call,   reaching out to his 

contacts, walking the convention floor giving out 

buttons, but most of all for talking me down off a 

cliff at times when I felt like giving up. Tammy 

Cantrell thanks for working with me to reach out to 

as many people as possible, and keeping the money 

straight along with putting labels on    water bottles. 

Gina Talley thank you for working with us in St. 

Louis, you are always a great supporter.  The day of 

election, there was a crew of people passing out    

flyers, water and asking (telling folks) to vote for me. 

I can’t possibility name everyone but, Rodney, (I 

thought his good looks would get me some votes) 

Robin, Roy, Angela, Tammy, Theresa, Sam     

McCullar, Tennessee, worked the entrance door and 

hall. WOW, what a crew!  I think folks were afraid 

not to vote for me. LOL. Jack Wilkins, Past National    

President Retired, gave a glowing second, with    

Linda Carter, UPMA Retired Gold Editor, finishing 

up with some heartwarming stories of my life 

(thanks Tammy).  Well now you see, it wasn’t ME, it 

was the good folks in Georgia and my life that lead 

me to victory.  

In Memory  

Catherine Puckett—mother of Donna Puckett 
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Every time I receive a promotion     
announcement, I send a                    

congratulatory email to the newly promoted       
Postmaster/Manager. If they’re not a member, I  
attach a letter stating the reasons I think ALL EAS 
should be a member of UPMA. If I don’t receive a 
response, I send a follow-up email after a week to 
see if they  received my first email and ask if they 
have any questions about UPMA membership. If I 
still don’t receive a response, I call the person. I try 
and speak to ALL USP and PME classes about the 
importance of UPMA membership and especially 
our legal defense fund. Why do I put forth such an 
effort on getting people to join UPMA? I do it be-
cause I see what happens when a person doesn’t join       
interview or they’re put on Emergency Placement. 
I’ve seen more people put on Emergency Placement 
in the last two months than I’ve seen in the previous 
two years. In my opinion, it’s because of lack of   
leadership and people not willing to do the right 
thing. If you’re a Postmaster, Area Manager, MPOO, 
or District Manager you have to do the right thing 
and start acting instead of reacting. Belittling your             
Postmasters/Managers/Supervisors will not         
accomplish anything other than harming future 
trust/relationships. How can you justify discipling 
someone who’s never been trained nor mentored? I 
just don’t know how some people can look at    
themselves in the mirror after the way they treat 
their Postmasters/Managers/Supervisors. If you’re 
an OIC and you’re getting hammered by your MPOO 
or the Area Manager, why put up with it? Request to 
go back to your office. No one should ever be        
disrespected by their boss. Currently, we have 68 
Postmasters and over 100 Supervisors/Managers in 

the state of Georgia who are not UPMA members. I 
need everyone reading this article to reach out to 
your own supervisor or neighboring Postmasters/
Managers/Supervisors and talk to them about    
joining UPMA. If you’re uncomfortable trying to get 
someone to join, call me and give me their name and 
number. The current one-year free membership    
offer is scheduled to expire on October 31st. I still 
don’t understand why anyone would pass up a one 
year free membership to UPMA during these        
difficult times in the Atlanta District. I know some    
people joined UPMA just to get me to quit bothering 
them and many people think they’ll never get in 
trouble and need UPMA. Two years ago, that might 
have been the case. From 2008 until 2020, Joe 
Griggers and myself handled the entire state of 
Georgia. Now there are five Chapter Member Reps 
and we are kept very busy. We’re looking to add 
more Chapter Member Reps because of the       
workload. By getting someone to join UPMA, you 
could be saving that person’s future career. 
 
Have you mentored/trained your replacement? Is 
your lead clerk or 204-B wanting upward mobility. 
UPMA is the only management organization that 
will allow non-EAS to join. They can join for only 
$2.38 per pay period and will receive the State and 
National magazines. They can also attend State and 
National meetings and take advantage of all the 
training available on the National webpage.  
Anyone wanting to join can complete the 1187   
available in this magazine and either scan or take a 
picture and send to me at 404-357-9596 or 
roy.shaffer@gmail.com. 
  

 National Adverse Action Counselor - Roy Shaffer 

                     ~ Recruiting UPMA Members ~ 
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